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1. Problem Summary
Relational database systems (RDBMS) underpin a large number of today's business enterprises and RDBMS
performance tuning is a well-understood field. However, relational databases have been extended over time to
include object-oriented support and integration with external languages36 and as application development paradigms
have advanced, performance issues have emerged. This is particularly the case when dealing with non-static,
fluctuating application models which interface with RDBMSs through paradigms such as object-relational
modelling. These techniques have shown that automatic generation of SQL can lead to sub-optimal query
performance in a relational environment11,17,22 and means there is a need to identify new approaches for performance
tuning to keep pace with the progress in application development methodologies. This paper reviews some existing
RDBMS performance optimisation methods and comments on the strengths and limitations of traditional approaches
in the current database environment; this paper also suggests directions for future work which include introducing
agility and dynamic capabilities into query optimisation approaches with techniques such as pattern classification
using machine learning. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the context of the
investigation. Section 3 discusses current approaches to database performance tuning and Section 4 gives the
conclusions and suggestions for future work.
2. Research Approach
A literature review of RDBMS performance tuning approaches was conducted. The first stage of the review was
to identify seminal papers through key phrase searches. Papers were then ranked using a citation function to
prioritise key sources. Topic and key conclusions were extracted from the paper and fitted into a directed graph. The
process was then iterated. More than 100 highly cited papers were identified but the volume of material relating to
RDBMS performance tuning means that only the sources identified as most relevant are discussed in this paper. A
limitation of the approach was that the focus on seminal papers means the method is retrospective. For this reason,
the review was expanded to ensure that more recent research was also included.
3. Performance Tuning
From the literature review, three key areas relating to query performance were identified: database design, query
optimisation and query design.

3.1. Database Design Considerations
Relational databases are based on relational set theory and effective RDBMS design supports queries based on
the relational algebra. However, although relational design concepts are well understood, adherence to good
database design patterns is not enforced in the industry, nor arguably is it now even encouraged 1. The primary
technique for achieving optimal relational design is normalisation14,15, although normalisation is often criticised for
unnecessary complexity8 particularly when regarding JOINs between tables43. A key assumption in the work on
JOIN optimisation is that query design is driven by the schema design; in other words, that queries are developed to
work with a given schema as efficiently as possible. This is not necessarily the case with SQL queries generated by
applications or through mapping; for example, the ‘N+1’ problem is endemic in topologies with dependent
relationships between entities (tables) and, where ORM-driven lazy loading is used, where data about the parent
entities is returned on a row-by-row rather than a set basis. This results in multiple queries where only a single one
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is needed, causing performance issues19. Object-relational modelling techniques are more susceptible to this and
other performance issues17,22, especially against heavily-normalised or complex schemata.
3.2. Query Execution Optimisation
Query execution is a well-established process in RDBMSs39 and in implementation, is handled by the cost-based
optimizer (CBO) which has replaced rule-based optimisation12. Cost-based optimisation techniques attempt to
reduce the cost of a query (measured by a variety of factors including time taken to execute; page accesses;
selectivity factors; cardinality estimates; data density and more) by choosing the least costly plan2 typically using
heuristics or timeout parameters as a stop condition21,35. One limitation of the CBO is that cardinality is a principal
factor in calculating the costs of a plan, since the number of rows is normally in direct proportion to the disk
accesses required or the size of the dataset returned 34. However, when multiple attributes are involved in a query,
attribute-value independence (AVI) becomes a problem since the cardinality error multiplies proportionally to the
number of attributes involved 18 and the intermediate relations13. The limitations of the CBO include difficulty in
handling object-oriented features23 and difficulties with nested queries. Wu et al44 investigated whether cost-based
optimiser models were now unusable due to query complexity. In the context of automatically generated queries
which originate from ORM frameworks, the cost-based optimizer can struggle to efficiently analyse these complex
queries and produce a viable plan, leading to problems such as sub-standard plan output caused by timeout
conditions; plans which are not optimised for the parameterised inputs and plans that use inefficient JOIN
mechanisms or poorly-performing scan operations as selection of the correct indexes could not take place.
Indexing is used to reduce the computational and I/O subsystem loads when fetching data 20,40. The limitations of
indexes in a traditional relational environment include performance penalties on write-heavy tables16 and the
overhead of indexes themselves38. Poor query design can mean that the RDBMS engine cannot apply indexes
accurately, meaning that indexing can become inefficient – for example, if a query selects a column which is not
present in the definition of the best-fit index, then additional row-by-row lookups may be required back to the base
data to fetch the columnar values31. When selecting large quantities of rows using this technique, for example by the
ORM method of ‘eager fetching’, this strategy can cause performance delays. In addition to indexing, there are a
range of other strategies including partitioning27; load balancing3; and varying transaction isolation levels21,30. As
with performance tuning based on efficient design, the underpinning assumption is that optimisation strategies
implemented at database level will be used in queries developed at application level and that the query design is
based on an understanding of relational optimisation techniques, which, as already noted, is not necessarily the case
for queries automatically generated by object-relational mapping. As discussed, this mismatch of priorities causes
performance issues, and could be addressed by the implementation of more adaptable methods of performance
optimisation within the RDBMS rather than focused on inbound queries.
3.3. SQL Query Design
SQL has been described as an “elephant on clay feet”1 for various reasons, including the necessary expansion of
SQL to include object support (such as the support for user-defined types) but SQL syntax is well understood
despite the expansion of the standard. There are a range of heuristics and techniques for optimal query design
including sort tuning and the use of aggregations6,7; views28; cache management11,42 ;use of set-based logic, not
iterative logic; parallelism26; and the correct use of data typing. JOIN performance is a particularly important aspect
as intrinsic performance issues caused by attribute-value independence, increased and varied storage reads and
limitations in the generation of good-quality execution plans can have a major impact on query execution time.
RDBMSs support a range of different types of joins and optimisation of JOIN performance is a continuing theme in
the relational database literature4,5,9,10,33, remaining a current research area3,27,32. In conventional database
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development, poor JOIN performance can result from many causes including over-normalisation21; inefficient JOIN
type selection; data skew25; or external factors such as network performance37 and processor architecture24. Given
the increasing complexity of queries that may be generated from ORM frameworks, the impact of poor JOIN
performance becomes more evident. In the context of ORM generated queries, one key element in any future
relational database performance optimisation framework must be the implementation of contextually-correct JOINs
and the de-normalisation of overly-normalised schemas.
Nested queries are also an issue. Queries generated by object-relational modelling tools can produce queries with
multiple levels of nesting and large numbers of base tables, increasing the number of relations from which to extract
data and increasing the query execution load through additional operations on the data (filtering and sorting). Other
related reasons for poor database performance arising from ORM include pre-fetching rows before filtering; the
aforementioned ‘N+1’ problem; fetching columns where not specified in the query, which will cause scans rather
than index seeks and consequently greater I/O consumption; poor data typing; and for RDBMS systems with plan
caches, excessive bloating of the cache through the generation of single-use plans19,29,31.
4. Existing Performance Tuning Approaches: Limitations and Research Directions
Current performance tuning approaches appear to be generally schema-centred. Although queries can be
refactored or limited in scope to decrease complexity, auxiliary structures to the schemas like indexes assist in
efficiently searching the schemas; the cost-based optimiser uses trial-and-error to find better execution plans;
techniques such as views abstract the schema objects; other approaches like partitioning focus on vertically or
horizontally splitting the data within the schema objects. However, these approaches are tied to the existing
structure of the schema and are static in nature. Schemas are generally fixed as changes to relations (for example,
re-typing, re-definition of functional dependencies or adding or subtracting columns) have subsequent effects on
other database objects; another way of stating this would be to say that tables and the objects that make up a table
are closely coupled, implying brittleness, with an increased effort and risk associated with changes. With
application development methodologies now iterative and techniques such as continuous integration commonplace,
we have observed and can continue to expect continuing disruption to the traditional relational model.
We argue that a more intelligent, agile, dynamic query-driven approach is required to adapt to the challenges of
changing query patterns. Trummer and Koch41 arguably signal a move towards intelligent optimisation by showing
how multiple factors can be used to influence the optimisation process. There have been numerous other research
contributions towards a new kind of query optimisation, for example optimising for multi-core environments26 and
adaptive (dynamic) partitioning strategies27. Another avenue for investigation is to use a machine-learning led
approach to categorise inbound queries in such a way that alternative versions of a schema can be used depending
on the properties of a query, an approach we term ‘dynamic schema redefinition’ and which is a focus of our
ongoing research. Another potential solution might be the examination of the data and the automatic aggregation,
categorisation, partitioning, indexing or archiving of the data depending on both the static properties (length, type
etc.) and the temporal properties (value over time, accuracy, velocity and so on). The key limitation to overcome is
the inflexibility of relational schemas to respond to variable workloads.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Since the inception of the relational model, there have been few significant changes to fundamental concepts. The
ubiquity of relational database systems produced a comprehensive set of strategies and techniques to optimise query
performance, but, as the discussion in this paper shows, these strategies and techniques are schema-oriented in that
they rely for their effectiveness on queries being designed to fit the database, for example, by structuring the query
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to be accessible to the CBO. The rise of model-driven queries presents new challenges for relational query
optimisation, identifying the need for revisions to the CBO and novel approaches, such as dynamic schema
redefinition, or augmentation of the CBO with novel and dynamic techniques, in response to changing inbound
query patterns. It is intended these approaches will be the underpinnings of our future research in this area, and
these new approaches in the relational space would improve relational query performance for model-generated
queries and further address the object-relational impedance mismatch problem.
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